The archival resurrection of Beirut through the eyes of Alfred Tarazi

The artistically-assembled juxtaposition of heroic and evil characters and the dissonant mixture of ideas tickles the viewer's imagination to make him wonder what would happen if by some act of magic the archives' characters came to life?

Exhibition poster of "Memory of a paper city". (Facebook)
“Memory of a paper city” is the title of an archive-based artistic display by Alfred Tarazi hosted in Beirut by UMAM Documentation and Research (UMAM D&R), a Lebanese non-governmental organisation.

The ongoing event is being held with the support of Arab Fund for Arts and Culture (AFAC) and Culture Resource (Al-Mawred Al-Thaqafy).

The artwork presented by Tarazi is the result of painstaking research and a huge body of original material that make the exhibition a deep journey into the sinews of the past. This is a past not without painful memories associated with the Lebanese war, in a way that is very reminiscent of German expressionism, in the period before Germany fell into the madness of "Hitlerism".

According to the organisers, the exhibition is held against the background of “the disintegration of state institutions” of Lebanon leading to “the endemic neglect and destruction of its cultural heritage” and to a situation where “modern cultural and social legacy is in peril.”

They explain in their introduction to the show that, “In past years, the country has seen its
cultural hubs crumble, publishing houses, theatres, cinemas, recording studios ... all the cosmopolitan institutions that marked the modern history of Lebanon have been vanishing. Perhaps the most volatile and fragile material these institutions have produced is paper.

“Many defunct Lebanese publishing houses for instance have seen their archives scattered, destroyed and irretrievably lost. The subject matter of this exhibition is paper and most specifically the paper onto which these publishing houses have inscribed the spirit of their times. Laboriously produced and reproduced, these papers carry the traces of Lebanon’s turbulent experience in modernity,” the organisers point out in the introduction.

A view of the display of "Memory of a paper city" exhibit. (Facebook)
“Following the thread of over a hundred publications from the nineteen thirties till the end of the eighties, this project aims to map out two distinct phenomena that instil these publications. The first consists of the uses and misuses of the representation of women as a metaphor for freedom and sexuality. The second is the representation of political violence manifesting itself in armed struggle. The correlation between both phenomena is the constant flirtation, invitation or assessment of the numerous transgressions that mark the modern history of Lebanon.”

They add, “Presently, the tools have changed, but the war has not. Words and images are still the main manifestation of the rift that divides the Lebanese. The charged social media landscape of today is the evolution of this world made out of paper. In this continuous violence the task that seems most urgent is to preserve these papers, not primarily for the news, the politics and horror but for the very artistry with which these images were made.

"In this realm, writers, artists, calligraphers, illustrators, caricaturists, photographers and advertisers all worked hand in hand to sell their
Our freedom urgently stands now as a blank piece of paper; an un-drafted piece of paper carrying all the possibilities of progress and change that can happen. In that regard, this is not a place of freedom but of reckoning. A place to reflect on the history of a city of paper, a place of madness buzzing with creativity yet ever so threatened, ever so fragile.

The artistically assembled juxtaposition of heroic and evil characters and the dissonant mixture of ideas tickles the viewer's imagination to make him wonder what would happen if by some act of magic the archives' characters came to life? What would then happen?